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We are A.R.T. Furniture 



These three qualities are the foundation of our company. Founded in 2003, A.R.T. Furniture is a US based 
design, sales, and marketing company owned by Markor Furniture International. As a division of one of the 
premier high-end furniture manufactures, we aspire is to create a premium brand of authentic, refined, and 
timeless home furnishings.

A.R.T. is well positioned in the market to bring fashionable and quality furniture at a range of price points from 
mid to higher end markets, while touching a wide variety of consumer demographics. We design furniture for all 
areas of the home – bedroom, dining room, living room, and entertaining spaces – in an assortment of styles from 
classic to contemporary. A.R.T. Furniture is also often specified and utilized for boutique hotels and large-scale 
residential projects.

After launching our first branded store in Shanghai in 2014, we’ve rapidly expanded our international 
presence to consists of 300+ owned and franchised stores in China. Further expansion of showrooms and 
galleries continues to shape our global footprint, with strategic partnerships in the Middle East, Asia, and Latin 
America, growing our stake in 40+ countries. In April 2019, A.R.T. proudly opened the doors of our US Flagship 
showroom in the Markor Arts Center, now a distinctive part of the skyline of High Point, North Carolina.
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The A.R.T. commitment to quality begins at the drawing board — 
each piece of furniture we build must meet the highest standards 
of beauty, function, and durability. We get the details right: finely 
tailored upholstery, traditional English dovetailed corners, 
ventilation and wire management for electronics, cedar lining in 
lower dresser drawers, a smooth UV finish inside the other drawers — 
the list goes on.

After meeting our standards for excellence, our furniture is 
distributed throughout 40+ countries and regions across the globe. 
Our collections are showcased in more than 300 A.R.T. retail stores, 
as well as with our 1000+ top retailers, mainstream department 
stores, and independent retailer partners.

in the details
QUALITY



our
COLLECTIONS



ARCH SALVAGE
Borrowing from the classical architecture of Europe’s most beautiful cities, 
Arch. Salvage reinvents traditional style with confidence & sophistication. 

CASSAT
Combining casual styling with refined details, this collection exudes a sense 

of effortless elegance, transforming your living space into a cozy haven. 

COTIERE
An updated twist on vintage style, this collection proves 

that structured yet easygoing design is truly timeless.

SOFA
522501-5302AA

SWIVEL CHAIR
522516-5302

PANEL BED
233156-2802

BUFFET
233251-2802

DISPLAY CABINET
233242-2802

MIRROR
233120-2802

BUNCHING COCKTAIL TABLE
299362-1243

ROUND DINING TABLE
299225-000154

DRAWER CHEST
299150-2349

BED BENCH
299149-2349

LOUNGE CHAIR
522503-5302AA



ARCHITRAVE

UPHOLSTERED BED
277126-2608

SERVER
277251-2608

COCKTAIL TABLE 
277300-2608

ROUND MIRROR
277123-2608

ROUND DINING TABLE
269225-2556

ENTERTAINMENT CONSOLE
269422-2556

BACHELOR’S CHEST
269158-2556

UPHOLSTERED SIDE CHAIR
269206-2556

SOFA
760521-5303

LOUNGE CHAIR
760523-5303

Based on an architectural term that refers to a frame surrounding a 
doorway, this collection symbolizes a transition from history to the future.

TRESCO
Elegant simplicity defines this versatile collection, featuring graceful 

curves that blend effortlessly with both transitional and modern styles. 

NORTH SIDE
Inspired by the cities we love, this collection provides modern casual 

options that reflect a simple, stylish point of view.



FINN
Classic vintage elements inspire this celebration of mid-century modern 

design with a perspective that suits the 21st century aesthetic.

GARRISON
A study in the history of herringbone, this collection brings bold new 

life to a beloved pattern with a relaxed, California Casual style.

HARVEY
Mid century-inspired details such as clean lines, exposed frames, and 

tapered legs add a touch of vintage charm to any space.

UPHOLSTERED BED
313135-2803

WOVEN DINING CHAIR
313206-2803

CREDENZA
313252-2803

DRAWER CHEST 
313150-2803

UPHOLSTERED BED
322126-1302

CREDENZA
322252-1302

BOOKCASE
322401-1302

SQUARE  COCKTAIL TABLE
322301-1317

SOFA
765501-5803

LOUNGE CHAIR
765503-5803

ACCENT CHAIR
765514-5803

Mid-century inspiration gets a refreshingly modern update with finely 
tailored fabric and an exposed wood frame that delineates every curve.

Inspired by the romance of the ornate & weathered mirrors of Parisian 
bistros, Mezzanine delivers eclecticism & elegance through a modern lens.



SAGRADA
Mid-century inspiration gets a refreshingly modern update with finely 

tailored fabric and an exposed wood frame that delineates every curve.

FRAME
This collection delivers distinctive pieces that effortlessly 

blend soft industrial style with the organic appeal of rural living. 

MEZZANINE
Inspired by the romance of the ornate & weathered mirrors of Parisian 

bistros, Mezzanine delivers eclecticism & elegance through a modern lens.

SOFA
764501-5303

LOUNGE CHAIR
764503-5303

SWIVEL CHAIR
764516-5303

SPINDLE BED
278136-2335

WOVEN SLING CHAIR
278200-2335

ENTERTAINMENT CONSOLE
278423-2340

WRITING DESK
278421-2335

UPHOLSTERED BED
325126-2249

ETAGERE
325401-2249

ROUND DINING TABLE
325225-2249

COCKTAIL TABLE
325341-2249



The striking geometry of these pieces combines linear forms with chic 
curves in an aesthetic that evokes the fashion-forward style of Miami.

BLANC

BED BENCH
289149-1040

HOSTESS CHAIR
289204-1017

UPHOLSTERED BED
289126-1017

CREDENZA
289252-1040

The Blanc collection combines an artful mix of elegance & contemporary 
chic to create an aesthetic that celebrates style and ease.

MOREAU
Featuring a curved silhouette and sleek bench seat, this collection 

effortlessly blends modern design elements with classic charm.

SOMERTON
Vintage elements & intricately carved wood details draw inspiration from 
real antiques, refreshed to reflect today’s lighter, streamlined aesthetic. 

SOFA
760521-5303

LOUNGE CHAIR
760523-5303

UPHOLSTERED BED
303156-2817

SCALLOP MIRROR
303122-0017

ROUND COCKTAIL TABLE 
303302-0017

ROUND DINING TABLE
303225-2838



PORTICO
The striking geometry of these pieces combines linear forms with chic 
curves in an aesthetic that evokes the fashion-forward style of Miami.

POST
Vintage-inspired rural living defines this collection, redefining the 

worn-in comfort of farmhouse living with a structured modern aesthetic.

TURNER
Elevate your living room with the Turner Collection, a stunning embodiment 

of contemporary style with its clean lines and exposed wood details. 

SOFA
778501-5335

LOUNGE CHAIR
778503-5335

UPHOLSTERED BED
288136-2355

DRESSER
288130-2355

ROUND DINING TABLE
288226-2655

SIDEBOARD
288251-2341

UPHOLSTERED BED
323136-3335

RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE
323221-3351

ENTERTAINMENT CONSOLE
323423-3351

BARREL CHAIR
323200-3335



ALCOVE

PANEL BED
321136-2801

BUFFET
321247-2817

ENTERTAINMENT CONSOLE
321423-2821

FLOOR MIRROR
321123-2817

Inspired by the time worn elements of years past, Alcove seeks to honor 
traditional design in a new light with traditional Belgian influences.

WHISTLER
Channeling smooth 70’s vibes, this funky upholstery collections features a 
fully upholstered frame and envelope pillow arms - perfect for lounging.

SOFA
791501-5000

LOUNGE CHAIR
791503-5000

STOCKYARD
Elegant simplicity defines this versatile collection, featuring graceful 

curves that blend effortlessly with both transitional and modern styles. 

TRESTLE DINING TABLE
284238-2303

CREDENZA
284252-2303

CONSOLE TABLE
284314-2303

SLIPPER CHAIR
284206-2303



VAULT

UPHOLSTERED BED
285126-2354

ROUND DINING TABLE
285225-2354

WRITING DESK
285421-2354

DISPLAY CABINET
285240-2354

SOFA
763501-5354

LOUNGE CHAIR
763503-5354

SWIVEL CHAIR
763516-5354

 Inspired by architecture, Vault incorporates the iconic structure of the 
classic arch in tones of oak and stonewith a touch of modernism.

BASTION
Angular lines and soft curves combine with beautifully grained wood and 

chic upholstery, for a look that suits a range of contemporary styles.

SUMMER CREEK
Inspired by the easygoing architecture of America’s cottages & 

bungalows, this collection offers a fresh take on relaxed, new traditional.

SLEIGH BED
251126-1303

MIRROR
251122-1303

DRESSER
251131-1303

BEDSIDE CHEST
251143-1303



PANEL BED 
143156-2606

With its fine materials & richly wrought details, Old World evokes the 
Renaissance grandeur of Europe’s great palaces & splendid country 

homes. 

GIOVANNA
Irresistible luxury in the grand tradition: tactile fabrics, comfortable down 

blend seat cushions and a beautifully shaped exposed wood frame.

QUARTZ SOFA
509501-5327AB

OLD WORLD

STARLITE

ACCENT MIRROR
406121-2227

MEDIA CHEST
406153-2227

UPHOLSTERED BED
406146-2227

BED BENCH
406149-2227

The European-inspired curvaceous pieces shimmer with a glazed silver 
finish that has been artfully aged & highlighted with touches of gold.

ROUND END TABLE
143303-2606

BUFFET
143252-2606

MASTER CHEST
143154-2606

BEZEL CHAIR
509503-5727AB

AZURE SOFA
509501-5527AB

AZURE ACCENT CHAIR
509534-5527AB

The beautifully curated detailing of the Art Deco inspired Morrissey 
collection proves once again that less is elegantly more.



VALENCIA
The timeless design traditions of the European countries that border the 

Mediterranean provide inspiration for this richly layered collection.

HARPER
Elegant simplicity defines this versatile collection, featuring graceful 

curves that blend effortlessly with both transitional and modern styles. 

IVORY SOFA
161501-5336AA

BEZEL CHAIR
161523-7127AA

MINERAL LOVESEAT
161502-5036AA

MINERAL ACCENT CHAIR
161503-5036AA

SLEIGH BED
209146-2304

TRESTLE DINING TABLE
209221-2304

BUFFET
209251-2304

END TABLE
209303-2304

MORRISSEY
The beautifully curated detailing of the Art Deco inspired Morrissey 

collection proves once again that less is elegantly more.

PANEL BED
218155-2727

CONSOLE TABLE
218307-2727

BEDSIDE CHEST
218148-2727

CREDENZA
218251-2727



Main Office: 1150 Pleasant Ridge Rd, Suite A, Greensboro, NC 27409
Flagship Showroom: 122A N. Hamilton St., High Point, NC 27260 
High Point Office: 410 W. English Rd, Suite 401B, High Point, NC 27262

@ARTHomeFurn@a.r.t.funiture @a.r.t.furniture873 @arthomefurn

Let’s Get SocialLet’s Get Social
Follow us for updates, new introductions, inspriation & more!

www.arthomefurnishings.com          (336) 389-5200          care@arthomefurnishings.com




